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1. Introduction











































formally  signed,  is  as  important  as  a formal  contract  signed  by  an 
organisation and its members and has a high impact on employees’ 
performance if successfully used by an effective leader.


























































































a process  of  influencing  others  in  such  a way  that  they  voluntarily 
engage  in  achieving  an  organisation’s  goals.  Furthermore,  Shock-






not  from  the assignment  itself, but  from  leadership communication 
behaviours and ability to influence other people.





















a coordinator who gets  the  information,  facilitates communications, 





























































p. 228).  This  theory  identifies  the  three  primary  leadership  styles, 
including: laissez-faire, autocratic, participative or democratic. 
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managerial  styles and situations  should be  found, other approaches 








Fiedler  in  1965,  three  important  dimensions  influence  the  leader’s 













































could  be  useful  guide  for  the manager  and  a good  training  device, 
enabling learning from past mistakes to take place.
The  fourth  situational  leadership  theory  (tridimensional  theory) 
developed by Paul Hersey and Kenneth Blanchard in 1977 suggested 
































































































extraordinary performance:  ‘positive deviance’,  ‘virtuous  actions’, 
and ‘affirmative bias’ (Lewis, 2011, pp. 15 – 17). The first orientation 
that honours people and their contributions, stresses an emphasis on 




















followers. And followers appear when  leaders attract  them by  their 
charisma, interesting visions they set, opportunities they create for the 
followers to participate actively in achieving an organisation’s goals. 





































































































































6.   Conclusions
Summing up, the author of the paper assumes that the aim of the paper 
has  been  attained. Firstly,  the difference between management  and 
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